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I. Information about the competition
The cornpetition forthe academic position "Professor" at Konstantir-r Preslavsky University of
Shumen in the field of higher education l. Pedagogical sciences, professional field 1.3.

Pedagogy

of

teaching...) (Biodiversity, biology, health and environmental education),

published in the State Gazette, issue 1ll 131.12.2021 is in accordance with the requirements
of the Larv for the Development of the Academic Staff in the Republic of Bulgaria and the
Regulations of l(onstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen for the acquisition of scientific
degrees and holding academic positions.
The only candidate who submitted documents for the cornpetition u'as Assoc. Prof. Dr.
Rositsa Dimitrova Davidova - Madzharova.

II. Candidate details

In 1995 the candidate obtained a master's degree from Shumen University, with a
qualification as a biologist and a teacher of biology and chemistry.
After winning a competition in Methodology of Biology Education in 1996, she was
appointed an assistant at the University of Shumen, where she continued her career and
professional growth.
Ln2004 she was awarded the educationaland scientific degree "Doctor" in the scientific
specialty of zoology, and in 2012 she took the academic position of "Associate Professor".
Assoc. Prof. Davidova's professional CV shows her extremely active involvement in
university activities. Her responsibilities related to the organization, management and quality
control of student education and the career growth of the teachers at Shumen University are
really impressive.
At department level she has worked as a course leader of students in the specialties
"Biology and Chemistry" and "Plant Protection", as a quality manager, member of commissions
for preparation of documentation for program accreditation in the professional field "Plant
Protection", in the accreditation of the specialty "Biology and chemistry", and in the preparation
of curricula for bachelor's and master's degrees.
At faculty level she has been a member of the committee for educational activities and
educational policies; the chairman of the Quality Committee responsible for the preparation of
documentation for SANK of the professional field "Pedagogy of teaching...", for the program
accreditation of the professional field "Plant Protection".
At University level she has been a member of committees for quality; for accreditation;
for conducting internal institutional audits which have to to monitor, maintain and manage the
quality of education and academic staff at the University of Shumen; for preparation of
documentation for SANC and institutional accreditation of Shumen University. She was the
chairman of the University Commission for Social Affairs; research and artistic activify,
teaching and educational policies.
She is a member of the Central Commission for Candidate Student Activities.

With her high responsibility and her social and organizational competencies, Assoc.
Prof. Davidova contributes to raising the prestige of the University of Shumen.
She held thefollowing managerial positions: she was Deputy Dean for Accreditation
and Quality atthe Faculty ofNatural Sciences forthe period 2016- 2019, and since 2019 she
has been Deputy Rector of Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen.
The submitted set of materials includes all documents required under Art. 2b,para.2
and 3 of the Law on the Development of Academic Staff and the Regulations for the
Development of the Academic Staff of the University of Shumen.
For the purposes of the competition, the candidate for the academic position of
"professor" has submitted: I monograph, l5 articles published in prestigious scientific journals,
referenced and indexed in top bibliographic research databases, l7 articles published in nonrefereed journals, and one textbook.

III. Assoc. Prof. Davidova's teaching responsibilities include the following lecture
courses: "Zoology of invertebrates", "Zoology - origin, classification and structure of
invertebrates", "Zoology and diversity of invertebrates", "Zoology of vertebrates", "Zoology systematics and structure of vertebrates", "Zoology and diversity of vertebrates", "Zoology"
"Non-insect pests", "Beekeeping", "Silkworm breeding", "Research Methodology", "Modern
systems for control of non-insect pests", taught to students of bachelor's degree, professional
bachelor's degree and master's degree.
She gives lecture and teaches practical courses in the following disciplines: "Didactic
aspects of the school course in "Man and Nature" and "Biology and Health Education", "Theory

and methodology

of didactic tests", "Pedagogical practicum in biology", "Methodology

and

of

pedagogical research", "Lesson observation", "Current pedagogical practice",
"School-based internship", "Methodology and technique of the school experiment in biology",
"Methodology of teaching - current aspects of the school course on "Man and nature". She has
written the respective syllabi.
Assoc. Prof. Davidova is an established competent and respected lecturer who uses
modern methods and teaching aids, which contributes to building the professional image and
competencies of the modern pedagogue. Apart from the training of future teachers, as a lecturer
at DIQLL Vama, she shares her pedagogical experience with teachers of biology, chemistry
and physics by conducting qualification courses.
She was a member of the commission for conducting examination procedures for
acquiring professional qualification degrees in the specialty "Biology".
She has been a member of the Scientific and Educational Center for Science,
Technology, Engineering, Mathematics and Arts "STEAM", Shumen since 2016 onwards, and
a member of the scientific jury for the National Competition "Beautiful Nature, Beautiful
methods

Science".

As a highly qualified lecturer and researcher with the ability to carry out and lead
research activities, she was superwised the work of a doctoral student. The proof of Assoc. Prof.
Davidova's abilities to create interest in research and to transfer her research skills are 26
participations in l3 scientific forums of students, PhD students and graduates working under
her supervision.
She has participated in l0 national projects and in 4 ofthem she has been the coordinator
for Shumen University. She has also been the manager of 4 out of 11 university projects.

IV. Scientific research
The monograph "Formation of key competencies in teaching Man and Nature in
V and VI grade and Biology and Health Education in VII - X grade" is a major habilitation
work presented by the candidate. The scientific research reflects the current trends in education

and enriches the theoretical and applied foundations of the methodology of teaching in Man

and Nature and Biology and Heaith Education in high school. The main topic is related to
clarif,ing the nature of tf,. competence approach in education and deriving pedagogical
guiOeiinJs for its implementation in the curriculum of health and environmental nature for V grade. The innovative approach in the interpretation of the didactic aspects in the curriculum
for- the implementation of health and environmental education and the formation of key
competencies in students is based on the introduction of interactive teaching methods. The
proposed methodological constructions are useful for the professional training of future

I

educators who teach the respective subjects by
contributing to the effectiveness of their work in accordance with the current paradigm in
education and the existing regulations'

i.uih.rc and enrich the practice of the
Articles

The research interests of Assoc. Prof. Davidova can be systematized in the following
thematic areas:
. Methodology of teaching Man and Nuture und Biology and Health Education in
secondary schooL
The submitted publications reflect the author's desire to offer effective methodological
solutions contributing to the development of students' cognitive interest, revealing the
possibilities for the af,plication of innovative methods for environmental and health education
'in
teaching "Biology anO Heatttr Education" in VII and VIII classes, enriching the practical and
applied no:tr.. of the methodology by constructing methodological developments, application
of information technologies in educaiion, and building a pedagogical strategy for the formation
of ecologicalbehavior and healthy lifestyle in students of IX and X grades.
.-euality of the education and preparation of university studentsfor their professional
realization.
Assoc. Prof. Davidova' research in this field is extremely important, as based on the
results obtained, specific measures have been identified to improve the quality of university
lecturers' work in the field of professional field 1.3. Pedagogy of teaching and methodological
training of students - future teachers.

bf

higk scientific and practical value are the publications related to the study of

methodologicat st<itts of studenti majoring in biology for the application of interactive methods
in education; the realization of the itudents from the professional field "Plant Protection" at
practical
Shumen University and assessment of the quality of their general, theoretical and
training; the praciical training of the students in the professional fields and educationalqualifiIation d"gr.", of the U=niversity of Shumen in order to improve the system for their
of
preparation; assessment of the innovative and entrepreneurial potential of the University
bhur.n teaching staff, as a result of which the actions necessary for ensuring sustainable
and for
development anJ increasing the benefits of academic activify for the institution itself
the region are outlined.

groups of
Research of the tuxonomic diversity and ecological features of different
organisms studied by universifii students.
The main topics involve:
- Research and assessment of the taxonomic composition of shell amoebas in different

.

number of
regions of Bulgaria, analysis of their biotope distribution and the impact of a
.n-uiron*.ntal factors on their diversity, distribution and abundance;
- Species composition, annual dynamics, community structure and the influence of
in the nests of
different climatic elements on the development of ticks (Acari: Parasitiformes)
three species of sParrows;

- Biology of the plurn wasp

(Euryttonro .schreineri Sclrr.) as a new pest in plum trees in

Bulgaria.
'l"he described research is irsed in the edLrcation of university stuclents and secondary
school students in the subjects "Man and Nature" and "Biology and I'lealtlt Education". The indepth study of organisrrrs in natural and anthropogenic ecosystelns is a prerequisite for the
etfective formation of students' ecological cornpetencies and ecological education.

't'he textbook "Anatomy of maxillofacial vefiehrates" is airned at university students
rvho study vertebrate zoology, and is also suitable for biology teachers in high school.
The analysis of Assoc. Prof. Davidova's overall scientific prodLrction supports the
conclusion about her prof'essional competence, erudition and research culture, rvhiclr she
urrdoubtedly possesses. The publications submitted for review contain innovative, proven
ooncepts of theoretical and practical nature, which rnakes thenr valrrable and applicable in the
practice of Lrniversity stLrdents * future teachers and school students in the subiects Man and
Nature and Biology and Health Education in seconclary school. and they delinitely contribute
to raising the levelof university education.
'fhe high evaluation of tlre candidate's scientific oLrtput is supported by the attached

ref-erencewithalistofcitationsof herrvork-atotal of36,ofrvhich l7-inscientificjournals,
referenced and indexed in top research databases, and 4 - in reviewed collectivc volumes.
'l-he scientific and practical rvork of Assoc. Prol'. Davidova fully meets and even
significantly exceecis the minirrium national requirements uncler Art.2 b, para. 2 and 3 of
ZRASRB.

V. Conclusion

ln conclusion,

I

would like to errphasize that the candidate's contributions to

the

research in the field of teaching rnethodology in biology, and her professionalistn and research
etlrics are indisputable. This gives me a reason to give rny positive assesslnent to her rvork and
to recommend to the esteented scientifio jury to prepare a report with a proposal to the Council
of DIQLL Varna, to appoirrt Assoc, Prof'. Rositsa Dirrritrova Davidova - Madzharova to the
academic position "Profbssor" in fleld of higher education L Pedagogical sciences, profbssional
freld I.3. Pedagogy of teaching.,. (Biodiversity. biology. health and envit'ontnental education)
fbr the needs ol Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shurnen.
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